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All workshops and methods described are interaction and action based however larger sections of theoretical based 
teaching can be included.  Themes can be adapted and combined to suit various group sizes and workshop lengths 
including full day events.  Workshops are suitable for both general and creative industry students and start-ups 
however elements of ‘Alternative Enterprise’ are creative industry specific.  Content is presented at an introductory 
level suitable for one off workshops and lectures however most elements can be delivered with a more in depth 
approach as components of complete HE modules.

Idea Generation
Rip|Mix is fast paced idea generation workshop that aids participants in analysing features of 
environments, products and services and guides innovation towards new business or project ideas.

Speed Generation plays on the speed dating format and encourages quick thinking, flexibility of project 
or business ideas and communication via scenario prompts.

Career Design
Alternative Enterprise workshop uses real life career journeys of employees, freelancers and business 
owners to show the varied and unpredictable nature of the industry.  Planning, flexibility and resilience.

Design Your Future - Self-Awareness, reflection, mindful practice, future you, perfect day scenario and 
action planning.

Design Research
Researching your idea considers how research for a project or business is gathered in the field using 
ethnographic tools such as sketch-notes, journey diaries, interviews and photography.   Live work is 
followed by an introduction to sense-making tools to help understand and synthesis what participants 
have found.

Customers + Stakeholders
Using a variety of tools participants are guided through the process of mapping the stakeholders of 
their idea, understanding for the business or project is interacted with by different customer and 
stakeholder groups by building customer journeys.   Personas, empathy and emotion are investigated 
to help the participant view their idea from another’s point of view and what can be done to encourage 
engagement.

Prototyping + Co-Design
Participants are introduced to three prototyping approaches...  As play to help creative thinking and 
group work, to visualise and develop research ideas and to create tangible artefacts of their business 
idea.  Prototyping and Blueprinting can be very useful tools in co-design.  Participants will create tools 
and approaches to developing their idea with their customer group and learn how to manage and 
evaluate co-working events.

Communication
A variety of tasks are used to highlight the importance of communicating their idea to different customer 
groups and for different purposes.  Understanding networking in their industry, credit and debits and 
communication strategies are explored to help participants consider the importance of their actions and 
persona as the core of their creative career or business.


